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Beginner Basics













Overview of the screen layout interface
Two ways to bring content into your project
Three ways to insert content into your timeline
Using overlay and replace when adding clips
Selecting, grouping and deleting clips on your timeline
Tips on trimming video clips
Repositioning, scaling, and rotating clips
Moving the camera across a still image with pan and zoom
Creating simple backgrounds with the title designer
Creating a vertical split screen video
Basics for adding included music clips in your project
Tips on using built-in sound effects to tell your story

Effects












Take two clips of the same scene and combine them with the garbage matte
Tips on using the chromakey (green screen) effect
Tips on using the lens flare effect in a natural setting
Using corner pin and transform effects to change an object's shape
Using the spotlight lighting effect in the lighting effect tool
Using the omni lighting effect plus using multiple lights at once
Tips on keyframing the movement of spotlights
Overview of the perspective special effects-3D, bevel, and shadow
Tips on using the texturizing effect
Getting started with the track matte key effect
Steps to blurring a moving object

Basic Title Design








Start creating titles in Expert mode
Use and modify font presets in designing title text
Add basic shapes to your titles
Using presets to animate your title text
Overview of classic title design preset collections
Tips on cinematic opening credit design
Overview of Adobe Premier's 38 title animation options

Transition Basics




Starting tips on using transitions
Using and customizing the zoom transitions
Using and customizing the iris transitions
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Picture in picture (PiP)




Basics for picture in picture using presets in the FX room
Creating a static picture in picture without using presets
Editing PiP objects you created with effects presets

Using keyframes




Getting started with key frames
Creating motion picture in picture using key frames
Rotating objects with key frames

Other tools





Using the collage designer tool's 13 templates
Time saving keyboard shortcuts
Creating a lower-third with graphic in Premiere Elements
Adding narration to your project

